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This paper initially posits the argument that celebrity culture is gendered both in its production and
consumption of fame and that this has, historically at least, been rather neglected within studies of
celebrity. A key problematic within this is the role of subjectivity and the ways in which contemporary
celebrity culture is both sold to and consumed by the sexes rather differently. Dr Edwards provides a
content analysis of three leading celebrity magazines in the UK—heat, Hello! and OK!—
demonstrating a clear demarcation of topics deemed to be of interest to the target young female reader
and a narrow remit for their subjective engagement centred on looks, fashion and relationships. Whilst
«omen may adopt multiple strategies in their modes of consumption of such magazines from
aspiration to criticism what they are offered to work with remains limited. Second, the work of Dr
Sanchez Taylor on cosmetic surgery and more particularly women's use of breast augmentation also
highlights the ways in which women are influenced by celebrity and ideals of femininity yet negotiate
these within their own more specific contexts. Thus, what is perceived to be celebrity excess is resisted
through a process of reconstituting working class femininity whilst still clearly implicated and
enineshed within contemporary celebrity culture and media imagcry. Feminist studies of celebrity have
often been dominated by a polarised tendency to see women's position within such cultures as
manipulated by a 'male' media or as empowering of a sense of female community when more
empirical work—as highlighted here—tends to point to something that is located within these extremes
as a process of negotiating self and identity within rather proscribed limits. The relative paucity of
empirical research on how men and women consume celebrity is something that is gradually being
addressed yet the need to highlight gender and related differences in the production and consumption
of contemporary celebrity culture remains.
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The identity of our youngsters and therefore the identity of fashion is getting more and more entwined
with the status of celebrities. There's a blogger on the cover of Elle, Beyoncé is a fashion designer and
e\eryoae"s a star due to the rise of Facebook. Where in former times celebrities were icons, nowadays
this status is more transient than ever.

In the fiat half of the previous century the extraordinary talent of stars like Clara Bow and James Dean
o\e rtse toanasshe copxirtg of their respective styles. Women copied patterns of the clothes of their

ihe magazine Hollywood Patterns. The Hollywood style was for everyone.

denocnosation took place similarly with an increasing individualisation and the
tfe qpest fcr the own identity. This caused the role of fashion to develop. Garments

earer literally and figuratively a body. Like no other artistic instrument,
r speed and intensity of our current civilization on an individual level.
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So did the function of celebrities evolve. Just as fashion, celebrities help us to shape and reshape our
identities. Fans reflect the characteristics of their adored celebrity. And by gossiping about what we
like or don't like, approve or disappro\ e or love and hate about celebrities, we are giving away who we
are, or who we want to be. ültimately. this means that celebrities don't need to posses any special
characteristics, they just need to be recognised. Therefore celebrities start to look more and more like
their fans.

In the meantime they embraced fashion like never before. Stars started their own fashion brand and a
celebrity without styling is a failed celebrity. Due to the small distance to their fans and designers, they
lost authenticity and are no longer able to play the rebellious outsider who is provoking and surprising
the world. The fashion system and celebrity culture changed from hierarchical to democratie and are
now uniform. Postmodernism has scragged the last remains of a hierarchical system. Without a role-
inodel, people are anxiously looking at each other. We keep on copying each other, just so we never
have to change again.

Movie Stardom During the Golden Age of Turkish Cinema: The Case of Türkan Sorav (the Sultana)
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This paper explores the star image of Türkan Soray, one of the most popular actresses and stars of the
1960s and 1970s, the golden era of Turkish cinema. Still referred to as the 'Sultana of Turkish cinema.'
she played the leading roles in over 200 films as well as in some of the most popular TV series of the
1990sand2000s.

Soon after stepping in cinema by chance as an actress at the agc of 17, Soray becaine phenomenally
popular among the audicnce owing especially to her physical beauty: a curvaceous fleshy body, long
black hair, and a fairly-skinncd face with big dark eyes, long eyelashes, and thick lips. Besidcs having
been perceived as a typical Anatolian beauty, in films, she often representcd the poor and the rural and
the beautiful and honourable woman. Yet it is a well-known fact that the star image is an intertextual
construct, namely, a combination of screen appearances and off-screcnrnedia news and rumours about
a star's private life. Beginning in F954, cinema magazines' WCftT fuÏÏof news and rumours about an
unconventional love affair between Soray and a married industrialist in his 40s. Widcly perceived as a
pure, innocent, and honourable woman on screen, Soray's off-screen 'mistress life' and her acting like
a 'home wrecker' became a hot topic of debate in cinema magazines.

This paper explores the social reception of Soray's star image, including her off-screen life, in the
1960s based on the matcrials in cinema magazines of the time, including audience letters. The paper
argues that more than disreputing Soray in the eyes of her fans, Soray's 'scandaleus' and 'subversive'
love affair opened a space for public reflection and confession and thus contributed further to her
becoming a social phenomenon. The paper also relates the social reception of the Soray affair to wider
debates about gendcr roles in 1960s Turkey.


